


Engine Performance Monitor aims at 
providing a tool to the Technical Management 
of  maritime companies in their continuous 
effort to check and follow up the quality of  
engine operation on board the ships 

The Software has been developed by a team of 
Maritime Engineers and is the Greek approach 
to Engine Performance Monitoring 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are several processes taking place in an engine during the generation of power.And many reasons why these processes may develop in a manner distant from their optimum; in such cases, unnecessary stresses are exerted on engine components, and fuel consumption increases.EPM has been developed as a tool to monitor the parameters linked to these processes & evaluate the quality of engine operation on board shipsTHE MAIN IDEA AND ADVANTAGE BEHIND EPM IS TO UTILIZE THE MINIMUM AMOUNT OF DATA AND TO ACHIEVE THE MAXIMUM POSSIBLE ACCURACY.Developed by a team of Greek engineers working in the maritime sector, it is tailor made to match the needs of this industry and provides solutions to important issues regularly encountered in the Technical Management of ships.



Internet based : results immediately available 

Does not require extra sensors or equipment 

Does not require from crew any additional 
procedures (easily accepted by crew) 

It has been tested on several ships & 
circumstances with excellent results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The results of EPM can be viewed immediately upon submission of data.Prepared to meet the environment of the maritime industry, which requires from a person to spend a fair amount of time out of the office, EPM was developed as internet based, although a standalone version has been requested and is under development.This ensures that results are accessible from virtually everywhere, and eliminates the need of bulky and time consuming record keeping, while printing the results in pdf reports is also possible. EPM needs no extra sensors or measuring tools others than usually installed on engines and commonly available on board the ships.Its acquisition cost is therefore very moderate , abt 1/10, compared to other systems requiring expensive measuring equipment LIKE TORQUE METERS, extra wiring, maybe delegation of technicians etc.The cost for EPM is in line with today’s tough market condition and reduced income, and can still fit in the budget of every company. Usually, a new system or software is accompanied with an extra work load for many people.Having experienced this, the development team set also the target for practically no extra work on the already heavily loaded schedule of the crew  and the office as well as to be user friendly for all A major challenge was that the low cost should not compromise the accuracy and validity of the results.During the past years, EPM has been tested on several ships, and has provided valuable aid to several real occasions.



     EPM processes the data regularly taken on 
board the ships as part of  ISM code and  

 Calculates the power produced by the engine 
 Evaluates the operating parameters by comparing 
them to the values they would have when engine was 
new (all values ISO corrected) 

Provides diagnostic comments in case above 
deviations exceed (user determined) set limits  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A question that often comes in mind when we check an engine performance report, is whether a set of temperatures or pressures that otherwise seem ok and have acceptable deviation, are close or far from the optimum, which is the “as new” condition of the engine.This is the condition of an engine during her factory tests and sea trials, which also serves as reference for the life time of the engine. EPM is made to answer this question. It processes temperatures and pressures, and other data usually recorded on a monthly, or voyage basis for the purpose of voyage or engine performance report, and which can be found in the ISM code of practically every company. From this data it calculates the power produced by the engine.As once off input, EPM requires the results of sea trials or factory testEPM then calculates the values that engine parameters would have at same power when engine was running at factory test or sea trials, and after ISO correction compares the actual to these optimum values.In case there is a difference between them, which exceeds certain pre-determined limits, a diagnostic comment is generated guiding the user to this deviation. EPM offers the liberty, these limits to be set on a company and ship basis, depending mainly on MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDATIONS and individual requirements. The aim of EPM is to show a deviation of a parameter rather than what is the cause of this deviation. As we all know, the reason is not always apparent and usually requires some kind of investigation and troubleshooting. In order to avoid erroneous situations, EPM has not included in its scope what is the cause of a noted deviation.But from the overall results, a user is very well guided to troubleshoot a problem and thus plan repair activities accordingly.



Uses a model derived 
from factory tests and/or 
sea trials 

The concept of  EPM has 
been tested through 
submission of  several 
guarantee claims to 
distinguished engine 
makers in Japan, who 
accepted claimed 
actions/parts 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By definition, the power of an engine is derived from its mean effective pressure and engine revolutions. We need to stress that the concept of EPM in terms of:1.- power calculation and comparing actual values to optimum ones, and 2.- the calculated results and diagnostic comments, EPM has been tested and actually approved by submitting guarantee claims to distinguished Japanese makers, who have agreed on claimed topics .



Can accommodate shaft generator 
 

All engines, 2- or 4-stroke, of  any make / size 
Up to 20 cylinders 
No limit in number of  engines per vessel 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EPM does not use constants linked to a specific engine, but a universal approach BASED ON INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE THEROY.CONSEQUENTLY, it is equally applicable to both 2 and 4 stroke engines, of any bore or size, and from any maker.It can accommodate engines with up to 20 cylinders, and there is no limit for the number of engines per vesselIt can also accommodate engines driving a shaft generator



Summary, where only highlights are presented 
and reference is made only to cases that 
deviation exists 
 

Detailed report, where values of  all cylinders are 
presented along with diagnostic comments, bar 
graphs and charts 
 

The results are available in:  

Trends, where user can assess the rate of  
change in terms of  time, and plan more 
effectively the due corrective actions 

     The above are supported by a help section 
that can offer support and assistance 
about the generated results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EPM presents the results in different ways, offering the alternative between a quick but comprehensive overview, and a detailed report.The detailed report shows in an extensive manner the values of all cylinders, along with graphs and diagnostic comments. Despite of being extensive, the results are always presented in an eye-catching manner, which immediately provides the user with a complete overview of engine condition. The summary report, provides key information at a glance, and offers quick guidance on deviations or major findings Another important feature is the trends provided, which allow a user to monitor the change of a parameter in time, and DETERMINE whether this change is in line, or can be expected from the other operating parameters. All the above are accompanied by relevant help sections that the user can look up for information concerning the results. 
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Presentation Notes
A few screenshots from EPM’s interface
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A few screenshots from EPM’s interface
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Presentation Notes
The engine power and rpm, form the operating point which is presented in the load diagram. THE SCALE IS LOGARITHMIC AND THE PROPELLER LAW BECOMES A STRAIGHT LINE REFLECTING THE LINEAR RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN POWER AND RPM.The graph we are looking at, includes:1.- The propeller curve shown with the black line which under normal weather conditions describes the operating limit for hull fouling & 2. - the performance at sea trials shown with the blue lineThe operating point of a vessel should normally fall between these two lines. The horizontal distance from the propeller curve is the light run margin.As hull progressively fouls, the operating point moves to the left, signifying that due to increased resistance, for a fixed power the engine speed gets less, or more torque is required from the engine to propel a dirty hull at same speed. The light run margin, allows us to assess the hull/propeller cleanliness at all times, and a sudden change in the position of the operating point is evidence of increased fouling.This has been tested in many occasions, and is worth to describe one of them, which is a real case study and proves how valuable EPM can be in everyday’s operations:The operating point in laden condition of a newly acquired second hand ship “X” was well in the middle of the normal operating range, shown with the yellow box (Jan.29).This vessel had to stay about one month at an anchorage in Indonesia.After departure, the ship could not reach the expected speed at usual load. When processed by EPM, the engine performance data sent by Ch.Engineer showed that the operating point had shifted to the left of propeller curve (red square), which was evidence of fouled hull.This was immediately communicated to the charterers who arranged a diver inspection at next port in Australia.
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Presentation Notes
The divers in Australia reported that local conditions at the time did not allow a thorough inspection, but the aft part they could see, was in good condition. The charterers generalized this result, and believed that all hull was in good condition,. Then they assumed owner’s responsibility, and fought back the claim.A lot of theories came up at that time within the company, speculating that due to distance from shore, water contamination etc., it was impossible that fouling could develop. A civil war unleashed in the company as a result of this situation, with the marine operations & chartering dept requesting from the Technical Manager to become more creative and solve the apparent engine problem.  The Technical Manager gave full trust to the concept and the quantitative approach of EPM against the speculative theories, and took the responsibility to arrange at owner’s cost another diver inspection at next port in China



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This inspection showed clearly that the sea chests, the bilge keels and forward part of the ship had a lot of barnacles, which could clearly deteriorate the ship’s performance to the observed extent.A cleaning was arranged immediately & Needless to say, the company received all spent money back from the charterer, and the Technical manager was fully justified in the eyes of the Owner. The bitter truth is that, due to various reasons the hull condition was not restored back to original state (blue and Green Square). This is a major concern one has to have in mind prior to arranging an underwater hull cleaning, or establishing a charter party.
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Presentation Notes
Later on, a sister vessel had to stay at a Brazilian anchorage for more than 1 month. After long talks with the new charterer, it was decided that the vessel would go for a short voyage to assess the situation.During this voyage, the Chief Engineer reported high torque alarm.The operating point on EPM gave strong proof to this statement, as it was found far away from expected limits, on the thermal loading limit of the engine (black point). Hull cleaning was arranged on charterer’s account in this case as well. EPM clearly provides a valuable tool for the monitoring of hull/propeller cleanliness and is capable to resolve in a unique quantitative manner the hull fouling problems that so frequently arise in our business.





SFOC : quality of  engine operation 

It makes no sense to pay huge amounts in external 
aids and allow engine to run at reduced efficiency 

Very sensitive to accuracy of  readings : 
1 min  yields a difference of  abt 3g/kWh 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The values of power and measured fuel consumption allow the calculation of the specific fuel oil consumption.This is a direct measure (in the reverse way) of engine efficiency.TO COMPARE APPLES WITH APPLES SFOC (specific fuel oil consumption) MUST ALWAYS BE CONVERTED TO ISO REFERENCE CONDITIONS. THIS IS DONE AUTOMATICALLY WITHIN EPM.Due to the high fuel prices of today, external hydrodynamic aids that can improve the fuel consumption of a ship have become very popular. It makes no sense to pay huge amounts for such devices, while at the same time our engines are left to run with reduced thermal efficiency, and consume more fuel than actually required. We also need to address the significance of accurate readings, which the crews on board must always have in mind: if the fuel consumption is reported over a period of 1 hour, but actually it has been measured over 59 or 61 minutes, the resulting SFOC (specific fuel oil consumption) will deviate by abt. 3g/kWh from its real value. And although 1 min can easily skip from the attention of the crew, an improvement or deterioration of fuel consumption by 3g/kWh is significant



MEPC.1/Circ.683 
 

 

The energy efficiency of  a ship should be monitored 
quantitatively 

The purpose of  a Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan 
(SEEMP) is to establish a mechanism for a company and/or 
a ship to improve the energy efficiency of  a ship’s 
operation 

Continuous and consistent data collection is the foundation 
of  monitoring 

In order to avoid unnecessary administrative burdens on 
ships’ staff, monitoring should be carried out as far as 
possible by utilizing data obtained from existing required 
records such as the official and engineering log-books and 
oil record books, etc. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From January 1st 2013, every ship must be furnished with the Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP) which AIMS TO REDUCE FUEL CONSUMPTIONThe purpose of this, which has become mandatory after IMO MEPC Circ 683, is that every company must establish a mechanism for improving the energy efficiency during a ship’s operation.IT IS A FACT THAT YOU CANNOT MANAGE/REDUCE WHAT CANNOT BE MEASURED.EPM COMES TO ASSIST IN MONITORING/MEASUREMENT ON A CONTINUOUS BASISSpecific Fuel Oil Consumption (SFOC) is a key index, as it reflects the efficiency of fuel converted to energy into an engine. This is the root parameter we need to monitor, and which falls entirely within our range of control. Other factors, like speed or weather routing, are not exclusively in our reach.Furthermore, proper monitoring requires a procedure of data collection.It is important that this should not come as extra burden of work for the crew.Preferably this should be part of existing procedures, and as such should be made in a way that can use the information commonly available on board.EPM is made exactly on this concept. Actually there is absolutely no extra work for the crew on board.On the contrary, it also saves a lot of time for the personnel at the office.Data entering is very fast, and results immediately available; if a person had to do all these calculations by hand and follow the trends, several hours would be lost.Previous records are easily available, and the trends show whether a situation is stable, or there is an improvement or deterioration



Mean apparent slip 

Power/speed requirement 

Light run margin 

Specific Fuel Consumption 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Further to that, even if a propulsive engine runs at max efficiency, a fouled hull will require more fuel than it would normally be necessary.And as we have seen, EPM through the calculation of light run margin can support the monitoring of hull condition. The light run margin reflects the available reserve of fouling until ship’s hull reaches the limit of propeller curve.It can match very well, with the information found in a noon report that a ship sends every day to management. Such report includes the mean apparent slip (s=1-v/p*n). The apparent slip ratio, which is calculated by the crew, provides useful knowledge as it gives an impression of the loads applied to the propeller. The apparent slip ratio increases when the vessel sails against the wind or waves, in shallow waters, and when the hull is fouled.All these data shown, serve as a strong platform to monitor the fuel efficiency of our fleet



A controlled rate of  corrosive wear 
is preferred 

 

Avoid unnecessary (high) costs of  
cylinder oil 

 

Avoid over lubrication 

 
Check settings of  A-lubricator 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another major issue in technical management is the consumption of lubricating oil.Not only because of the high oil cost, but also because over-lubrication has to be avoided by all means. Engine makers prefer a controlled corrosive wear on the liner, instead of liner polishing as a result of over-lubrication. Modern devices like Alpha lubricator or similar from other makers, have solved the problem of feed rate, but their proper function is subject to settings input by the crew. The recommended limits for oil consumption are given in terms of g/kWh, but on board what we can measure is lit/hourThe power calculation from EPM gives the possibility to calculate the specific lub oil consumption in g/kWh and either check and adjust the feed rate of cylinder oil in case of mechanical lubricators, or verify the settings of the crew in case of Alpha lubricator



Worn fuel pumps increase the risk of  
starting difficulties 

 
The new CARB rules have lead to an 
increase of  starting difficulties after 
change over to distillate fuel 
 if  fuel pumps were in “as new 
condition”, for the produced power 
of  25.882 PS, the pump index would 
be only 86.6. But in reality, the pump 
index is a lot bigger, and has 
increased to the value of  95.7 
(+10.5%) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Engine makers have clearly warned us on the starting problems an engine can face due to worn fuel plungers/barrels. The wear in fuel pumps of an engine results in increased gaps between plunger and barrel, which ultimately increase internal leakage and reduce the quantity of fuel delivered for combustion. Especially in California, due to the mandatory use of distillate fuels with low viscosity, the problem of loss of power associated to engines that fail to start, has become very important. Normally the pump index increases with engine load.Other factors remaining same, an increased wear of fuel pump exhibits itself with the increase of required fuel pump index to reach a certain load. The pump index can be easily read from a scale on a rack, and is equivalent to an increase of total fuel pump stroke necessary to maintain the same effective stroke. EPM has a built-in algorithm that checks the wear of the fuel pump, and advises user accordinglyThis was clearly confirmed on a test vessel that was also fitted with a shaft power meter. The actual pump index was 95.7, while for the produced power it should have been only 86.6. This is a difference in excess of 10%, which is the limit for the replacement of worn fuel pumps.Although in such case the calculated power from EPM was wrong, it could still warn the owner about an important problem that an expensive shaft power meter was not able to detect alone.In case after a few years of operation, a wear of fuel pumps is suspected, it is prudent during a ballast voyage that the vessel  should perform a speed trial. The development team will then assess the actual pump racks against “as new” ones, and re-set the engine model appropriately, so that power calculations are accurate.



Possible to detect : 

Fouling of  air part 
 

Fouling of  turbine part 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A major diesel engine component is the turbocharger.Fouling of air or turbine part, strongly affects both efficiency and thermal loading.EPM has built in criteria that can detect and alert the user both for air and turbine fouling.



Gas tightness 
 Calculates the difference of  actual and as 
new Pcom 
 Determines how much of  this difference is 
due to  
 

Losses during compression 

Lack of  air supply 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pressure at the end of piston’s upward stroke, when it reaches its top dead center, is the compression pressure.THESE MEASUREMENTS REFER TO EACH AND ALL CYLINDERS AND ARE TAKEN ONCE A MONTHA drop in compression pressure signifies reduced gas tightness of a cylinder, and results in drop of efficiency. This is followed by elevated temperatures and increased risks of high temperature corrosion, as well as risks of scavenge fire. 	The pressure at the end of compression depends on 1.) The compression ratio, and 2.) The amount of air trapped into the cylinder at the start of the compression process. Any leaks from either piston ring pack or exhaust valve, apparently reduce this pressure. EPM calculates the difference between the actual and “as new” compression pressure, and discriminates how much of this difference is due to reduced gas tightness or lack of scavenge air.  Thus the user can distinguish the real source of the problem, and act accordingly.



Vessel X values Aug.13, 2012 
 120,9 Bar  

128,4 Bar  
127,4 Bar  

125,8 Bar  
122,9 Bar  

130,0 Bar  
 Which is the correct value? 

 
130.0 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compression in a cylinder is followed by combustion, and pressure reaches its peak value which is the firing or combustion pressure.It is quite common for the crew to adjust the injection timing in order to bring the combustion pressures closer, or to increase them in case they look rather low.But this is not the indicated approach.It may also happen that combustion pressures have a noticeable deviation. In this case, and before any corrections are applied, we need to ascertain which cylinder has the correct value, which ones have pressures higher and which lower than indicated.It is quite obvious, that the appropriate remedial actions are quite different in case the correct cylinder has the smallest, the medium or the highest value



Deviation between cylinders 
 The value of  Pmax and the Pressure rise due to 
combustion, help user to detect : 

Errors in fuel timing 

 Faulty fuel injection equipment 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EPM compares the actual combustion pressures to their values at sea trials, and thus one easily understands which cylinders are closest and which furthest from the optimum values.With regard to combustion pressures, EPM checks whether there is a significant deviation of the values between the cylinders, which according to makers is 3 bar above or below the average.Furthermore, it checks the rise in pressure due to combustion which is the difference between combustion pressure (Pmax) and compression pressure (Pcomp).It is probable that the reason for a combustion pressure to be low is reduced compression pressure. In this case any attempt to increase the pressure by adjusting the injection timing is wrong.This pressure rise during combustion is therefore very important, and shows whether the combustion evolves in the proper manner. Other parameters being in range, the most common reason for reduced pressure rise is faulty fuel injection equipment.Unless modifications have been made, the pressure rise cannot be higher than at sea trials. If such is found, and pump index in line with other cylinder, then most probably fuel timing has been poorly modified.



Vessel X Jul 
20 415/409/416/414/408/405 (average = 411 

C) 

Vessel X Aug 13 

404/397/405/395/398/397 (average = 397 
C) 

Is this an improvement ? NO 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The exhaust gas temperatures is another essential parameter that everybody checks and monitors in the process of engine performance evaluation. Looking at the two sets of values for exhaust gas temperatures, one would say that the temperatures in August were improved in comparison to July.Actually they have not.



Actual July 20 
415/409/416/414/408/405 ~ 411 C 
Avrg 

 
ISO corrected Jul 20 
377/371/378/376/370/367 ~ 373 C Avrg 

Actual Aug 13 
404/397/405/395/398/397 ~ 399 C 
Avrg ISO corrected Aug 13 
389/382/390/380/383/382 ~ 384 C Avrg 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The vessel in mind travelled from the north to the southern hemisphere, where in August is winter time. The ISO corrected values clearly show that in August the temperatures were higher than in July.



Deviation between cylinders 
 
 

Mechanical effect on increase of  temperatures 
 Fouling of  exhaust gas passage 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When evaluating the exhaust gas temperatures, EPM checks whether there is a significant deviation between the cylinders.For exhaust gas temperatures, there is no specific rule about permissible deviation, like with combustion pressures, but in principle it should be kept as low as practically possibleNormally, the exhaust gas temperatures rise with increasing engine load. But mechanical reasons, such as faulty fuel injection valves, and ambient conditions, can also increase their values.EPM distinguishes the effect of mechanical reasons and ambient conditions on the values of exhaust gas temperaturesThe mechanical reasons that result in an increase of the exhaust gas temperatures, signify losses of energy that otherwise could have transformed into valuable mechanical power In our days, slow steaming is very common.Makers do not really promote the regular increase of load for de-carbonization of engine.The exhaust gas temperature at turbocharger inlet and the temperature drop across the turbine are parameters for monitoring the fouling of exhaust gas passage, a very important aspect in today’s operation.



Cleanliness of  water side 

Cleanliness of  air side 

Extract from Vessel X performance Jul19, 2012 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The air cooler is a key component in a diesel engine, and where the density of air is recovered after the compression in turbocharger blower.As such, it has been included in the calculations of EPM, which checks 1. - the air cooler as a heat exchanger, and the cooling effect that takes place in the air cooler2. - the pressure drop that is induced in the air stream from possible fouling In one of our vessels, EPM suggested reduced cooling effect in the water side of air cooler.The crew cleaned  the tubes with brush (cooling was by means of sea water), but the EPM results did not change.At next port the superintendent happened to be on board, who after careful checking found that there was indeed a problem, in the gasket that was sealing the inlet and outlet streams of water. The gasket was replaced and performance recovered. We also need to report a case where exhaust gas temperatures increased and as a precaution the crew reduced the engine load. The office checked with EPM and realized that the increase was due to dirty air cooler and higher scavenge air temperature. The cooler was cleaned, the performance recovered and a speed claim just avoided. It is important to stress again that should the office personnel carry out all calculations that EPM makes, this would require numerous hours, notwithstanding the possibility of human error!



EPM allows user to evaluate, whether : 
 Thermal loading of  engine has increased 
(load diagram) 
 Hull & propeller cleanliness 
 Efficiency of  engine has dropped (SFOC) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Concluding our presentation, let us highlight the key features of EPM It provides users with information regarding:Whether the thermal load of the engine falls within indicated limits or exceeds them.Resistance in water and cleanliness of hull and propeller & Through the specific fuel oil consumption (SFOC), the quality of engine operation in terms of thermal efficiency



Monitors : 
Lube oil consumption 

 Condition of  fuel oil pumps in terms of  wear and 
timing 

 Fouling of  turbocharger and air supply to the 
engine 
Gas tightness of  cylinders 

 Condition of  fuel injection equipment 
 
 
Cleanliness of  (water & air side) of  air cooler 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It also provides us with tools to monitor:Lub.oil consumptionCondition of fuel oil pumps in terms of wear and timingCondition of turbocharger and air supply to the engineThe efficiency of compression and the gas tightness of the cylinder The condition of fuel injection equipmentThe cleanliness of both air and water side of charge air cooler  It is worth to mention that apart from monitoring the engine performance of an existing ship, EPM has been used as part of a pre-purchase condition survey of second hand ships: with a recent engine performance, and the sea trials of a ship, valuable conclusions can be drawn on the condition of the engine and the level of maintenance from previous owners.
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